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 ‘Big-data’ is similar to ‘Small-data’, but bigger 
 

 …but having data bigger it requires different 
approaches: 
◦ techniques, tools, architectures 
 

 …with an aim to solve new problems 
◦ …or old problems in a better way. 



 Volume – 
challenging to load 
and process (how to 
index, retrieve) 

 Variety – different 
data types and 
degree of structure 
(how to query semi-
structured data) 

 Velocity – real-time 
processing 
influenced by rate of 
data arrival 

From “Understanding Big Data” by IBM 



 1. Volume (lots of data = “Tonnabytes”) 
 2. Variety (complexity, curse of 

dimensionality) 
 3. Velocity (rate of data and information flow) 

 
 4. Veracity (need to keep data clean) 
 5. Variability 
 6. Venue (location) 
 7. Vocabulary (semantics) 
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Comparing volume of “big data” and “data mining” queries 



…adding “web 2.0” to “big data” and “data mining” queries volume 



Big-Data 





 Key enablers for the appearance and growth 
of “Big Data” are: 

 
◦ Increase of storage capacities 

 
◦ Increase of processing power 

 
◦ Availability of data 
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Source: WikiBon report on “Big Data Vendor Revenue and Market Forecast 2012-2017”, 2013 
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 …when the operations on data are complex: 
◦ …e.g. simple counting is not a complex problem 
◦ Modeling and reasoning with data of different kinds 

can get extremely complex 
 

 Good news about big-data: 
◦ Often, because of vast amount of data, modeling 

techniques can get simpler (e.g. smart counting can 
replace complex model-based analytics)… 
◦ …as long as we deal with the scale 



 Research areas (such 
as IR, KDD, ML, NLP, 
SemWeb, …) are sub-
cubes within the data 
cube 

Scalability 

Streaming 

Context 

Quality 

Usage 



 A risk with “Big-Data mining” is that an 
analyst can “discover” patterns that are 
meaningless 

 Statisticians call it Bonferroni’s principle: 
◦ Roughly, as the amount of data grows, you may 

find events that are a statistical artifact and not a 
true instance of what you are looking for 



 Suppose you have a certain amount of data, and 
you look for events of a certain type within that 
data.  

 You can expect events of this type to occur, even 
if the data is completely random, and the number 
of occurrences of these events will grow as the 
size of the data grows.  

 These occurrences are “bogus,” in the sense that 
they have no cause other than that random data 
will always have some number of unusual 
features that look significant but aren’t. 



 Calculate the expected number of 
occurrences of the events you are looking for, 
on the assumption that data is random.  

 If this number is significantly larger than the 
number of real instances you hope to find, 
then you must expect almost anything you 
find to be bogus, i.e., a statistical artifact 
rather than evidence of what you are looking 
for. 



Example:  
 We want to find terrorists: (unrelated) people 

who at least twice have stayed at the same 
hotel on the same day 
◦ 109 people being tracked. 
◦ Each person stays in a hotel 1% of the time (1 day out 

of 100) 
◦ Hotels hold 100 people (so 109*10-2*10-2=105 

hotels). 
◦ 1000 days. 
◦ If everyone behaves randomly (i.e., no terrorists) will 

the data mining detect anything suspicious? 

Example taken from: Rajaraman, Ullman: Mining of Massive Datasets 



 Suppose, however, that there really are no 
evil-doers.  

 That is, everyone behaves at random, 
deciding with probability 0.01 to visit a hotel 
on any given day, and if so, choosing one of 
the 105 hotels at random.  

 Would we find any pairs of people who 
appear to be evil-doers? 



 The probability of any two people both 
deciding to visit a hotel on any given day is 
.0001.  

 The chance that they will visit the same hotel 
is this probability divided by 105 

 Thus, the chance that they will visit the same 
hotel on one given day is 10−9 

 The chance that they will visit the same hotel 
on two different given days is the square of 
this number, 10−18 

 



 Now, we must consider how many events will 
indicate evil-doing. An “event” in this sense is a 
pair of people and a pair of days, such that the 
two people were at the same hotel on each of the 
two days.  

 Note that for large n, 𝑛
2  is about n2/2. 

 The number of pairs of people is 109
2 = 5 ×  1017 

 The number of pairs of days is 1000
2 = 5 ×  105 

 The expected number of events that look like 
evil-doing is 5 × 1017 × 5 × 105 × 10−18 = 250,000 



 That is, there will be a quarter of a million pairs 
of people who look like evildoers, even though 
they are not. 

 Now, suppose there really are 10 pairs of evil-
doers out there.  

 The police will need to investigate a quarter of a 
million other pairs in order to find the real evil-
doers.  

 In addition to the intrusion on the lives of half a 
million innocent people, the work involved is 
sufficiently great that this approach to finding 
evil-doers is probably not feasible. 



 Smart sampling of data 
◦ …reducing the original data while not losing the 

statistical properties of data 
 Finding similar items 
◦ …efficient multidimensional indexing 

 Incremental updating of the models  
◦ (vs. building models from scratch) 
◦ …crucial for streaming data 

 Distributed linear algebra 
◦ …dealing with large sparse matrices 



 On the top of the previous ops we perform usual 
data mining/machine learning/statistics operators: 
◦ Supervised learning (classification, regression, …) 
◦ Non-supervised learning (clustering, different types of 

decompositions, …) 
◦ … 
 

 …we are just more careful which algorithms we 
choose 
◦ typically linear or sub-linear versions of the algorithms 



 An excellent overview of the algorithms 
covering the above issues is the book 
“Rajaraman, Leskovec, Ullman: Mining of 
Massive Datasets” 
 

 Downloadable from: 
http://infolab.stanford.edu/~ullman/mmds.html  

http://infolab.stanford.edu/~ullman/mmds.html
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 Where processing is hosted? 
◦ Distributed Servers / Cloud (e.g. Amazon EC2) 

 Where data is stored? 
◦ Distributed Storage (e.g. Amazon S3) 

 What is the programming model? 
◦ Distributed Processing (e.g. MapReduce) 

 How data is stored & indexed? 
◦ High-performance schema-free databases (e.g. 

MongoDB) 
 What operations are performed on data? 
◦ Analytic / Semantic Processing 



http://www.bigdata-startups.com/open-source-tools/ 

http://www.bigdata-startups.com/open-source-tools/


 Computing and storage are typically hosted 
transparently on cloud infrastructures 
◦ …providing scale, flexibility and high fail-safety 
 

 Distributed Servers 
◦ Amazon-EC2, Google App Engine, Beanstalk, 

Heroku  
 Distributed Storage 
◦ Amazon-S3, Hadoop Distributed File System 



 Distributed processing of Big-Data requires 
non-standard programming models 
◦ …beyond single machines or traditional parallel 

programming models (like MPI) 
◦ …the aim is to simplify complex programming 

tasks 
 

 The most popular programming model is 
MapReduce approach 
◦ …suitable for commodity hardware to reduce costs 



 “[…] need to solve a problem that relational 
databases are a bad fit for”, Eric Evans 
 

 Motives: 
◦ Avoidance of Unneeded Complexity – many use-case 

require only subset of functionality from RDBMSs (e.g 
ACID properties) 

◦ High Throughput - some NoSQL databases offer 
significantly higher throughput then RDBMSs 

◦ Horizontal Scalability, Running on commodity hardware 
◦ Avoidance of Expensive Object-Relational Mapping – 

most NoSQL store simple data structures 
◦ Compromising Reliability for Better Performance 

Based on “NoSQL Databases”, Christof Strauch http://www.christof-strauch.de/nosqldbs.pdf 

http://www.christof-strauch.de/nosqldbs.pdf


 Mahout 
◦ Machine learning library  

working on top of Hadoop 
◦ http://mahout.apache.org/ 
 

 MOA  
◦ Mining data streams with 

concept drift 
◦ Integrated with Weka 
◦ http://moa.cms.waikato.ac.nz/ 

Mahout currently has: 
• Collaborative Filtering 
• User and Item based recommenders 
• K-Means, Fuzzy K-Means clustering 
• Mean Shift clustering 
• Dirichlet process clustering 
• Latent Dirichlet Allocation 
• Singular value decomposition 
• Parallel Frequent Pattern mining 
• Complementary Naive Bayes 

classifier 
• Random forest decision tree based 

classifier 

http://mahout.apache.org/
http://moa.cms.waikato.ac.nz/
http://moa.cms.waikato.ac.nz/
http://moa.cms.waikato.ac.nz/
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 Interdisciplinary field using 
techniques and theories from many 
fields, including math, statistics, data 
engineering, pattern recognition and 
learning, advanced computing, 
visualization, uncertainty modeling, 
data warehousing, and high 
performance computing with the goal 
of extracting meaning from data and 
creating data products. 
 

 Data science is a novel term that is 
often used interchangeably with 
competitive intelligence or business 
analytics, although it is becoming 
more common.  

 Data science seeks to use all available 
and relevant data to effectively tell a 
story that can be easily understood by 
non-practitioners. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_science 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mathematics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_engineering
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_engineering
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pattern_recognition_and_learning
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pattern_recognition_and_learning
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_programming
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_visualization
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uncertainty_modeling
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_warehousing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High_performance_computing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High_performance_computing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Competitive_intelligence
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_analytics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_analytics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_science
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 Recommendation 
 Social Network 

Analytics 
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 User visit logs 
◦ Track each visit using embedded JavaScript  

 Content 
◦ The content and metadata of visited pages 

 Demographics 
◦ Metadata about (registered) users 



User ID cookie: 1234567890 
IP: 95.87.154.251 (Ljubljana, Slovenia) 
Requested URL: 
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-07-
19/americans-hold-dimmest-view-on-
economic-outlook-since-january.html 
Referring URL: http://www.bloomberg.com/ 
Date and time: 2009-08-25 08:12:34 
Device: Chrome, Windows, PC 
 
 

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-07-19/americans-hold-dimmest-view-on-economic-outlook-since-january.html
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-07-19/americans-hold-dimmest-view-on-economic-outlook-since-january.html
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-07-19/americans-hold-dimmest-view-on-economic-outlook-since-january.html


 News-source:  
◦ www.bloomberg.com 

 Article URL: 
◦ http://www.bloomberg.com/news

/2011-01-17/video-gamers-
prolonged-play-raises-risk-of-
depression-anxiety-phobias.html 

 Author: 
◦ Elizabeth Lopatto 

 Produced at: 
◦ New York 

 Editor: 
◦ Reg Gale 

 Publish Date: 
◦ Jan 17, 2011 6:00 AM 

 Topics: 
◦ U.S., Health Care, Media, 

Technology, Science 
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Topics (e.g. DMoz): 
◦ Health/Mental Health/…/Depression 
◦ Health/Mental Health/Disorders/Mood 
◦ Games/Game Studies 

 
Keywords (e.g. DMoz): 
◦ Health, Mental Health, Disorders, Mood, 

Games, Video Games, Depression, 
Recreation, Browser Based, Game Studies, 
Anxiety, Women, Society, Recreation and 
Sports 

Locations: 
◦ Singapore (sws.geonames.org/1880252/) 
◦ Ames (sws.geonames.org/3037869/) 

People: 
◦ Duglas A. Gentile 

Organizations: 
◦ Iowa State University 

(dbpediapa.org/resource/ 
Iowa_State_University) 

◦ Pediatrics (journal) 
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 Provided only for registered users 
◦ Only some % of unique users typically register 

 
 Each registered users described with: 
◦ Gender 
◦ Year of birth 
◦ Household income 
 

 Noisy 



 List of articles based on 
◦ Current article 
◦ User’s history 
◦ Other Visits 

 In general, a combination 
of text stream (news 
articles) with click stream 
(website access logs) 

 The key is a rich context 
model used to describe 
user 



 “Increase in engagement” 
◦ Good recommendations can make a difference when 

keeping a user on a web site 
◦ Measured in number of articles read in a session 

 “User experience” 
◦ Users return to the site 
◦ Harder to measure and attribute to recommendation 

module 
 

 Predominant success metric is the attention span 
of a user expressed in terms of time spent on 
site and number of page views. 



 Cold start 
◦ Recent news articles have little usage history 
◦ More severe for articles that did not hit homepage 

or section front, but are still relevant for particular 
user segment 

 
 Recommendation model must be able to 

generalize well to new articles. 
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 Observe social and communication 
phenomena at a planetary scale 

 Largest social network analyzed till 2010 
  

Research questions: 
 How does communication change with user 

demographics (age, sex, language, country)? 
 How does geography affect communication? 
 What is the structure of the communication 

network? 
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“Planetary-Scale Views on a Large Instant-Messaging Network” Leskovec & Horvitz WWW2008 



 Data collected for June 2006 
 Log size:  
  150Gb/day (compressed) 
 Total: 1 month of communication data:  
  4.5Tb of compressed data 
 Activity over June 2006 (30 days) 
◦ 245 million users logged in 
◦ 180 million users engaged in conversations 
◦ 17,5 million new accounts activated 
◦ More than 30 billion conversations 
◦ More than 255 billion exchanged messages 
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“Planetary-Scale Views on a Large Instant-Messaging Network” Leskovec & Horvitz WWW2008 
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66 “Planetary-Scale Views on a Large Instant-Messaging Network” Leskovec & Horvitz WWW2008 



 Count the number of users logging in from 
particular location on the earth 

67 
“Planetary-Scale Views on a Large Instant-Messaging Network” Leskovec & Horvitz WWW2008 



 Logins from Europe 

68 “Planetary-Scale Views on a Large Instant-Messaging Network” Leskovec & Horvitz WWW2008 



 6 degrees of separation [Milgram ’60s] 
 Average distance between two random users is 6.6 
 90% of nodes can be reached in < 8 hops 

Hops Nodes 
1 10 

2 78 

3 396 

4 8648 

5 3299252 

6 28395849 

7 79059497 

8 52995778 

9 10321008 

10 1955007 

11 518410 

12 149945 

13 44616 

14 13740 

15 4476 

16 1542 

17 536 

18 167 

19 71 

20 29 

21 16 

22 10 

23 3 

24 2 

25 3 “Planetary-Scale Views on a Large Instant-Messaging Network” Leskovec & Horvitz WWW2008 

Social-network Social-network 



 Big-Data is everywhere, we are just not used to 
deal with it 
 

 The “Big-Data” hype is very recent 
◦ …growth seems to be going up 
◦ …evident lack of experts to build Big-Data apps 
 

 Can we do “Big-Data” without big investment? 
◦ …yes – many open source tools, computing machinery is 

cheap (to buy or to rent) 
◦ …the key is knowledge on how to deal with data 
◦ …data is either free (e.g. Wikipedia) or to buy (e.g. 

twitter) 
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